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ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY OF THE USE OF CONTAINER PLANTING-
STOCK MATERIAL OF OAK ORDINARY FOR RENEWAL FOREST

P. Yavorovskiy, Ju. Segeda
Abstract. Perspective of the use of container planting-stock is rotined

for creation of forest cultures in the conditions of fresh oakery on the example

Ukraine.
The container plants of oak ordinary prevail above a herbares vegetation

and are less than ill, does not need acclimatization and get at transplantation
from a container into permanent place of growth additional volume of the
ground and light feed already during the first vegetation period 25-40
centimetres that allows to shorten the amount of annual cares of forest
cultures on 1-2 times and to provide already on 3-4 of translation of forest
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cultures in a category  of areas covered the forest due to their sufficient
growth. Economic efficiency of the use of container planting-stock material of
oak ordinary for renewal forest is shown in the conditions with proceeding in
the forest by landing of seedlings with root open system and sowing of acorns

management of forest and hunting economy. Due to the best development the
container plants of oak ordinary prevail above a grass vegetation, less than
they are ill, have an uncrippled rootage, does not feel stress, but at landing on
the areas of proceeding in the forest and getting the additional volume of the
ground and light feed already during the first vegetation period a 25-40 cm
give an increase, what allows substantially to shorten the amount of annual
works on a supervision upon forest cultures and to provide already on 4th year
of translation of forest cultures to category of the earth covered, by the forest
due to absence of death of seedling and reduction of charges on addition of
forest cultures, that must be conducted at the traditional methods of
proceeding in the forest. Prime price of creating of forest cultures by a
container planting-stock already on 2-th year after their creating due to
reduction  of  expenses  on   realization  of   on  a  supervision  and  addition is
in on30.5 % less than creating sowing of acorns and on 11.4 % - with creating
of forest cultures by traditional planting-stock.

Keywords: proceeding in the forest, forest cultures, oak ordinary,
container planting-stock, vitally of seedling, covered the forest areas.


